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Celebrate

Craftsmanship

bespoke homes
from cape town to sydney
next gen makers, creators and artisans

life as a
house

A project years in the making, the house – and
garden – of architect Jan-Heyn Vorster and his
partner reflects their dedication to detail and
commitment to craftsmanship
TEXT PIET SMEDY & HEIDI BERTISH
PHOTOGRAPHS GREG COX

BREATHTAKING VIEWS
OVER THE ATLANTIC
FROM THE OUTSIDE
LOUNGE AND POOL
AREA OF THIS
CLIFTON HOME
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‘You can’t separate
the architecture
from the interiors, in
fact, sometimes the
interiors are even
more important’
JAN-HEYN VORSTER

CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP
LEFT THE DOUBLE-VOLUME
ENTRANCE HALL, FEATURING
A WORK BY WILLIAM
KENTRIDGE, CONNECTS THE
VARIOUS LIVING SPACES;
FRENCH OAK AND WESTERN

there
are few things more interesting – perhaps, even, character revealing
– than visiting an architect’s house. Popular psychology (no doubt
encouraged by an innumerable list of Buzzfeed quizzes) would have
us believe that the way we decorate our homes reveals a lot about
who we are but, in this case, it’s not just what’s inside – it’s the whole
building. Situated in Clifton, with pinch-yourself views over the
Atlantic, the story of this house is six years in the making.
‘We’d been living in a house on the plot for about two years
before we started work on this house,’ explains homeowner JanHeyn Vorster of Cape Town-based architectural firm Malan Vorster
Architecture, Interior Design, which he cofounded with his business
partner Pieter Malan (who also worked closely with Jay-Heyn on
the design of the home). ‘That gave us insight into how weather and
light on the site worked as well as a bit of time to figure out how we
wanted the house positioned.’ The first thing they noted was that,
while the original building had a garage situated on street level and a
steep staircase leading to up to the house, in the rebuild an elevator
would be installed, offering direct access from the garage to the
multiple levels of the new home. This came with the added challenge
of excavating deep into the mountainside (anyone familiar with
Clifton’s topography knows that the majority of sites are on steep
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inclines, one of the contributors to their stunning views) to feasibly
install the lift shaft. The other thing that Jan-Heyn and his partner
decided was that their home would not follow conventional Atlantic
Seaboard orientation. Perhaps more than anything else, the two
years spent living on the site taught them one thing: their home was
not going to be a “glorified viewing platform”. ‘Most of the houses
here face due west but we designed the house around a north-facing
courtyard and pool,’ Jan-Heyn explains. ‘In the afternoon you can
drop the blinds on the western side but still have views, and light,
through the north-facing glazed façades. It’s just much more pleasant
to live like that.’
That may, in fact, be the home’s clearest objective: maximising
quality of life through an acute attention to the details. Nowhere
does that become more apparent than when the sun is out and the
house seems to open up entirely. ‘It sounds cliché, but we really had
to consider the boundaries between inside and outside and how to
make these as fluid as possible,’ says Jan-Heyn. A
‘ s such, the design
became more of a pavilion than an enclosed structure.’

RED CEDAR WERE USED
THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT;
THE OPEN-PLAN KITCHEN
FEATURES HAND-CRAFTED
JOINERY; THE LIVING ROOM
OPENS UP COMPLETELY TO
THE OUTDOOR AREAS

CLOCKWISE, FROM
LEFT THE MASTER
BEDROOM
OPENS TO
A BALCONY AREA
SURROUNDED
BY ROSEMARY;
THE MASTER
BATHROOM;
A QUIET SEATING
AREA OUTSIDE THE
GUEST BATHROOM

This theme of cohesion continues inside. Jan-Heyn describes the
house’s blueprint as three blocks – the living room with the master
bedroom above, the kitchen with the lounge and study above, dining
room with guest bedroom above – connected by the central
double-volume lobby. ‘It’s so much more social,’ says Jan-Heyn. ‘If my
partner is cooking downstairs and I’m upstairs in the study we still
have that sense of connection.’ The volumes of space are given a
similar intimate treatment. From the entrance, guests are led into
living areas with lower volumes. ‘We didn’t want vast, oversized
rooms. It was important that the spaces retain a domestic scale.’
There is an undeniable sense of materiality within the home,
humble timber and concrete are elevated to an art, carefully crafted
and transformed. ‘We used French oak for the cabinetry and western
red cedar for external cladding,’ says Jan-Heyn. ‘We wanted to keep
the palette neutral and controlled throughout.’ Once again there
is a feeling of cohesion and connection – between materials, as well
as between exterior and interior elements. ‘You can’t separate the
architecture from the interiors, in fact, sometimes the interiors are
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even more important because that’s what you engage with every day,’
he continues. A
‘ s such, they received a lot of attention, especially
in terms of creating something timeless. To do that, you can’t be
seduced by trends. ‘My partner was quite adamant about the decor, I
think he was scared I was going to decorate the home in a minimalist
manner,’ laughs Jan-Heyn. ‘He wanted to soften things up and make
the rooms feel comfortable. We sought out the help of a good friend,
interiordesigner Ian Hannay-Robertson to assist with the selection
of key furniture pieces,’ but Jan-Heyn confesses that the process of
layering these spaces and achieving this goal took months of refining.
‘We didn’t just go out and buy a bunch of pieces,’ he says, ‘the
interiors dictate what they need and, in a way, they are the final link
in the architecture-interiors chain.’
And when it comes to their art collection, the homeowners are
no less particular. Guests stepping into the entrance hall are greeted
by a larger-than-life work by William Kentridge, immediately
signalling: when it comes to art, this house is serious. A
‘ rt, for me,
needs to have a graphic element but, more importantly, it needs to

have meaning – it’s not just for the sake
of decor,’ says Jan-Heyn. And that is,
perhaps, the most character revealing
aspect of this house and its owners –
here craftsmanship, individuality and
attention to detail aren’t just themes,
but a lifestyle.
A lifestyle that certainly extends
to the landscaping, where Jan-Heyn
tasked architect-turned-garden designer
Mary Maurel with finding synergy
between the architecture with the
greenery. ‘It’s all about interconnecting
things,’ he says. ‘That’s the exciting
part of design – that’s where you create
character and depth.’ Malan-Vorster
Architecture, Interior Design 8
malanvorster.co.za
n

DESIGN NOTES
UNTITLED (ALMOST
DON’T TREMBLE),
WILLIAM KENTRIDGE,
2019, INDIAN INK ON
FOUND PAGES, POR,
GOODMAN GALLERY

ALESSI GRAVE STOVETOP
KETTLE, R2 789, @HOME

SHOU SUGI BAN BOWL,
R7 188, EGG DESIGNS
‘CAPA’ METAL
STOOL, R6 995,
WEYLANDTS

‘DÉTENTE’ 3-SEAT
SOFA-BED, POR,
ROCHE BOBOIS

AÉSOP ‘ISTROS
AROMATIQUE’
ROOM SPRAY,
R770,
LOADING BAY

RADIANT LIGHTING
‘PF203’ PENDANT
LIGHT, R1 740,
GLO LIGHTING

‘It’s all about interconnecting
things. That’s the exciting part
of design, that’s where you
create character and depth’

‘V&B CERAMIC 1’,
POR,
VORSTER &
BRAYE

‘V&B CERAMIC 2’,
POR,
VORSTER &
BRAYE

JAN-HEYN VORSTER
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HIGH LEVEL PLANTERS AROUND
THE UPPER STOREY PLANTED WITH
TUMBLING ROSEMARY SOFTEN THE
FAÇADE AND MERGE GARDEN AND
BUILDING. LOCAL SCREENING TREE,
CABBAGE TREE (CUSSONIA SPICATA)
THRIVES IN SALT LADEN AIR ALONG
THE COAST; (OPPOSITE TOP LEFT),
EVERGREEN SEDGE GRASS - TUFTED
JUNCUS EFFUSES, (OPPOSITE BOTTOM),
SEATING DECKS OFF THE FRONT OF
THE HOUSE ‘FLOAT’ ABOVE A MIX OF
SOFT WEEPING ANTHERICUM GRASS
(CHLOROPHYTUM SAUNDERSAIE) AND
AFRICAN GRASS ALOES.
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Taking her
lead from the
architecture of the
home, designer
Mary Maurel’s
ultimate intention
for the garden
was to a create an
outdoor space that
complemented,
softened and
enhanced the home.

‘For me it’s about understanding the interior spaces, engaging
with them in such a way that you know what is needed beyond
them,’ she says. ‘I’m constantly looking outwards from within
the home, and into the home from the outside. By doing this,
I get to grips with the spatial and visual connections between
the two.’
Positioning the house at the back of the site allowed for a front
garden that capitalised on boundless views of the Atlantic
Ocean. However, a footprint relatively close to the remaining
property boundaries left three corridors of limited space along
the back and sides of the property with which to garden – all of
which had views and access from inside the home. A challenge
by anyone’s standards. It was fundamental that the garden
became an intimate extension of the indoors and finessed with
the same level of detail.
‘The result,’ says Mary, ‘was a garden with three distinct
spaces, each unique in feeling and function, yet with a cohesion
that spoke back to the house in terms of materials and style.’
The steep, linear entrance on the southern side of the home is
now abundant with tumbling, green sedums in sleek planters.
MARCH 2020 HOUSEANDGARDEN.CO.ZA
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LEMON THYME (THYMUS X
CITRIODORUS)

GREEN CHILLI
(CAPSICUM ANNUUM)

CELERY (APIUM GRAVEOLENS)

ROWS OF VEGETABLES AND
HERBS IN BESPOKE CORTEN
STEEL PLANTERS

LEEKS
(ALLIUM PORRUM)

LIME TREE

Eat your garden
The design thinking and functional
layers of this kitchen garden.

BROCCOLI PLANT (BRASSICA
OLERACEA VAR. ITALICA)
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FAIRY STARS (DYSCHORISTE
SETIGERA)

ROWS OF LEEK, BASIL
AND CELERY

The garden is designed to perform
a variety of functions – first and
foremost – as a daily supply of fresh
vegetables and herbs for the kitchen,
as well as a beautifully detailed screen

for a hard-working service area.
The raised corten steel planter and
row of fragrant limes trees disguise
a service area with washing line, staff
quarters and private lawn – used
mostly by the homeowners’ adored
Italian greyhounds. It is focal and
as such is expected to look good
throughout the year, which poses the
obvious challenges for a seasonal
garden with characteristic down time
when not in fruit or flower. The solve

is in the proportions and graphic
shape of the planter which provides
necessary structure – as do important
structural detailing such as the vertical
bamboo vegetable supports and
well-defined rows of vegetables. Black
slate pavers are interplanted with
Viola hederacea which is delightful to
walk on bare foot and softens with a
pattern of green. See opposite page
for a fail-safe guide to rewarding
vegetables and herbs to try.
MONTH 2018 HOUSE GARDEN
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‘It’s about
understanding the
interior spaces,
engaging with
them in such a
way that you know
what is needed
beyond them’
MARY MAUREL

Walk on water
In conversation with garden designer
Mary Maurel, we get her take on
creating focal areas and maximising
garden available space.
‘I get excited by challenging spaces
and love the level of consideration
required for tight garden spaces,’ says
Mary. It’s so important to maximize
available outdoor space and allow

the garden to be an extension of the
the home. The spaces should flow
and feel harmonious. ‘The water
wall and pond is probably the most
obvious example of this in the garden
as it reflects the building in scale and
proportion and leads the eye from
the interior and into the exterior,’ says
Mary. The materials of the garden also
work coherently with the materials of
the house. For example, the stonework
– bush hammered granite pavers over
the Koi pond and interplanted slate

pavers, complement the stone work on
the facade of the house. The colours
and textures are consistent and the
planted wall and water provide a
dramatic visual point. The best plants
to create a water wall effect are
Ornamental orchids with cascading
Swamp lobelia (Lobelia anceps) and
Crassula fragilis (top left); lime green
Maiden hair fern, sedge grass, Carex
clavate (top right) and miniature
papyrus (Cypress prolifer)
(bottom right).

‘I strive to make entrances look great all year, and recommend
working predominately with evergreen planting to do this,’
advises Mary. The kitchen garden with feature water wall and
pond is focal from within the home and contains a much-loved
vegetable garden, as well as discrete service area separated by
a level change and screened by a row of fragrant lime trees.
The sheltered main garden and pool is overlooked by decks
off the house that float above the garden - cleverly accentuated
by planting whispy grasses and African grass aloes beneath
them. After numerous visits to the tree nursery, homeowner
Jan-Heyn and Mary selected the holly oak, one of Mary’s
favourite screening trees for privacy along the property
boundaries and camphor bush to screen the pool, both chosen
for their ability to thrive in salty sea air. ‘We love that the
garden truly feels like a natural extension of the interior spaces –
architectural in design and yet relaxed and not precious in terms
of plant selection,’ says Jan-Heyn. Mary Maurel Gardens
8 marymaurelgardens.co.za
n
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